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E

ight members of the club
attended the Royal Life
Saving Club of WA on
Saturday May 1 to undertake
their senior first aid certificate
training. Before doing the
practical part of the course we
all had to enrol and
successfully complete the
theory component of the
course. This took about three
hours to do in the comfort of
our own home.
Izzy was our trainer for the
day and we had Natalie
joining in with our group as
well. The necessary paper
work completed we were
given an outline of what the
day would involve. Then Izzy
asked up to take one of the
small plastic cups from the
table (each was numbered)
and have a conversation with
one other person in the
room. Whilst doing this we
were asked to ‘share our
drink’ by tipping the cup
contents into the other
persons and back again. Then
we had to move across the
room and have a conversation
and ‘share drinks’ with two
other people. We were then

First Aid refresher
a fun challenge
given a piece of litmus paper
to dip into our ‘drink’. Those
of us whose paper turned pink
were moved off into a group.
Discussions were then held on
who we had spoken and
‘shared drinks’ with. It then
turned out I was person ‘zero’
and my cup contained citric
acid. This was a powerful
exercise to demonstrate how
COVID-19 can be spread and
to be aware of our hygiene
methods during the day!
We were soon launched into
the CPR practice session. This
included the use of single
valve (one way flow) of air to
Cont. p.4
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administer rescue breaths and
we had our own allocated
dummy to breathe into. The
CPR practice included the
application of a training
defibrillator. As we worked
through the session Izzy was
assessing us and providing
useful information to assist
our efforts. When we were
advised we were now
resuscitating
a five-year-old
we all
In the final
overlooked
part of the
placing the
day Izzy
defibrillator
divided us
pads on the
into two
back and
groups. The
front of the
first group was taken into the
‘patient’!!
room and ‘dressed’ with fake
We did a really interesting
injuries and provided with a
exercise where we were
briefing of how to behave
allocated different coloured
when the ‘first aid’ group
cards. Each one had a
entered the room.
condition, picture, signs and

CPR, broken
bones and
snake bites

symptoms and treatment on
them. We moved around the
room to find who had the
correct cards to meet the
condition we had. This was a
really interesting way to test
our knowledge of the
different first aid people may
require.

A

fter lunch we moved into
learning about different
bandages, splints and
methods to stabilise fractures
and embedded objects. We
practised on each other to
ensure we had the correct way
to manage a range of injuries.

I

was in the first group to go
in and we were faced with a
‘snake bite, amputated finger,
fractured arm and an
embedded piece of wood in a
foot’!! Generally, everyone did
very well although I did not
check for danger correctly and
was rather surprised to see a
‘fake snake’ lurking near a
chair after I had started to
treat my casualty’!!
The second group was set up
as a car accident that involved
hitting a pedestrian!! It was
rather good fun to be
prepared with props and be

given information of how to
behave when the first aid
group came in. Some positive
feedback was given by Izzy to
both groups on what we may
have missed or improved
upon.
After completing our
evaluation forms, we had
completed and passed our
first aid certificate!
Izzy was a great trainer and
while the day was about
important learning she made
it fun and interesting.
I would encourage people to
do their first aid training. It is
important we all know how to
deal with injury and illnesses
as they can as easily happen
in the home as they can on a
club trip. It might seem scary
to have to deal with someone
who is sick or injured but the
first aid training gives you
knowledge to have more
confidence to deal with them.
Deborah Thyne
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We have a site full of surprises
I
t was unfortunate that the
Silo Art tour had to be
postponed, but there was
little choice. A lockdown of
the Perth and Peel regions
had been imposed because of
community transmission of
Covid-19 so Stephan
cancelled the trip as soon as
lockdown was announced.
Hopefully it will be
rescheduled at a future date.

T

hanks to Travis for
organising and
coordinating the First Aid
Course. The numbers were
less than we had hoped for as
members having up-to-date
First Aid skills is an important
element of keeping each
other safe. Having an
understanding and being able
to perform first aid has been
very valuable on a number of
recent trips. We have
encouraged people doing
longer/remote trips to do a
first aid course but we
recently needed it on a day
trip just out of Perth.

A site full of surprises.

F

or the newer members
(and others who may have
forgotten) on the club’s
website there is an ‘Info” tab
on the toolbar. From the info
page there is a link to the
Club Knowledge Pages which
is where we put a bunch of
things, including pictures of

President’s Report

W

e welcome any
additions or
how people have set out the
suggestions for our
back of their cars for camping.
knowledge pages – some
If you come to the Camp
things we have in the works
Oven Cookout this month–
are pictures of radio and
which includes a show and tell
antenna installations. Now,
session on camping set-ups –
over to you to suggest more
you’ll get to look at setups
things Members might need
and talk to members about
or want to know about.
why they kit out their cars in
Cheers, David
certain ways.

A request from the Editor
Please get your trip reports in on time, organise to have
photos for your report and send them as separate files.
Please avoid embedding images in your report as quality
suffers a lot if you do. Image sizes up to 4Mb are OK to
send via email. You may choose to send a link to your
cloud image storage if your files are large. Thank you.
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Subaru and the Seven Sisters

D

id you know that the Subaru logo is inspired
by the Pleiades star cluster?

The Pleiades cluster is in the constellation of
Taurus and is often called the Seven Sisters. Subaru
means united in Japanese and is the name the
Japanese people give the cluster .
In 1953 five Japanese car companies merged to
form Fuji Heavy Industries Ltd and chose the
‘Subaru’ star cluster as the logo for its cars.
The logo symbolises the companies coming
together.
The story of the Seven sisters is also told by
many indigenous groups across Australia, with
the Seven Sisters songline stretching from
central Australia to the West coast through
many different language groups.
The Pleiades can be seen low in the northern
sky.

The top image
is from
Wikipedia. The
bottom image
is part of an
image used by
the Japingka
Aboriginal Art
gallery as its
website banner
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Bush cooking and
camping show and
tell
15-16 May

We’ve planned a full weekend
of camping and cooking
demonstrations for May.
During this weekend you’ll
learn from experienced cooks
and campers among the
Club’s members, get to know
people better and learn from
them how they camp, how
they set up their vehicles, and
what equipment to buy – or
avoid.
This is a family-friendly event
that will cover types of
camping equipment that best
suit our cars and preferences.
We have organised to camp
at Moore River Ranch, a new
bush camp with the river
running through. It will be
completely self-sufficient
camping including bringing
our own portaloos. If you
don’t think you have what you
need to be self-sufficient,
please talk to one of the
committee as there is plenty
of good equipment that can
be lent.
We'll arrive early on Saturday
to get a fire going for some
lunch time cooking and to
build a great set of coals for
an array of cooking skills that
night. Make sure to taste
everything you can at this
wonderful bush ‘pot luck’
dinner.
We’ll also show how to build,

Forthcoming
Club trips
light and maintain a cooking
fire, how to care for cast iron
camp cookware, and how to
set up and pack up various
sorts of tents and trailers.
There will be lots of
equipment on show, so do
come along for a fun, tasty
weekend.
trips

Casting on a
Ledge

May 30 - Day trip
We’ll go to Ledge Point where
we can do some beach
driving, dune driving and a
spot of fishing. There’ll be a
short drive along the sand,
and around some dunes
before we park up at a good
spot where we can fish,
paddle, and swim as we
please.
We head off at 8am from one
of our usual spots in the
northern suburbs (login to the
website for specifics).
You’ll need to bring a chair,
morning tea, drinks, lunch and
your choice of fishing gear,
kayak or SUP as well as
whatever you have of the
following: tyre gauge/deflator,
air compressor
table, shade device. Let the
trip leader know if you’ll need
a UHF radio.

Hanging out in
Hyden
June 5 - 7

This trip is a couple of easy
days of bush camping near
Hyden and seeing the sites
around the local area before
meandering our way home
through the wheat-belt.
Around Hyden, we can check
out Gnamma Hill and Roe
Dam, the old Holleton gold
mine area, Bates Cave,
Mulka’s Cave, The Humps,
Wave Rock and Hippos Yawn.
We may even take a short
drive along the legendary
Holland Track to check out
Graham Rock.
Of course, we are likely also
to be able to fit in a stop at
the excellent Hyden Bush
Bakehouse.
We’ll come home via the
famed art work along the Tin
Horse Highway to Kulin then
through to Lake Yealering,
Pingelly, North Wandering
and onto the Albany Hwy and
Perth via North Bannister.
Bring your standard bush
camping gear for two nights.
No need for extra fuel or tyres
as most of the trip is on
bitumen or good gravel
roads.

Parky Lunch

June 20 - Day trip
Join other members for a
social lunch at the Parkerville
Tavern. The table has been
booked from 12 and the

Please support our newest sponsor
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venue allows individual
payments so let’s get social
and have a good chat over
lunch. Social trips are always
good for new and old
members to get to know each
other.
The venue is https://
parkervilletavern.com.au/
Numbers need to be
confirmed a week before so
please ensure you have
RSVP'd by then if you plan to
come along.

Fiddles and
nibbles

July 11 - Day trip
This day is mainly for pre-trip
work for long remote
upcoming trips, and installing
CB radios, lights and other
basic accessories.
Jim Wilcox kindly offers his
place and workshop to host a
day of tinkering, learning,
installing and general
socialising
The priority on the day is for
members to prepare, service
and inspect cars ahead of
long remote trips. Major work
such as lift kits and
mechanical repairs cannot be
done on this day. However,
there is plenty of experience
and tools on hand to help
install lights, UHF radios, dual
batteries, and other similar
accessories.
While all this is going on we
will run through basic
mechanical checks on cars

Forthcoming trips

such as fluid levels, tyre tread
and wear, brakes, suspension
and air/cabin filters so you can
identify if any of these need
replacing and prevent major
repairs.
Morning tea and lunch and a
relaxing chat in the shade of
the patio is generally the most
popular part of the day.
BYO eats, drinks. plates,
cutlery etc. BBQ available.

Exmouth
Expedition
August 6 - 15

On this trip we will take two
days to travel to Exmouth
before spending seven days
camping at Yardie Creek
(outside of town) and
exploring Cape Range
National Park, Ningaloo Reef,
various gorges and other sites
the area has to offer. We will
then take two days to drive
home.
We’ll leave at 7.30am sharp
from north of Perth heading
up Great Northern Highway,
camp overnight south of
Carnarvon before making an
early start to reach Exmouth
just after lunch.
Due to limited camp site
availability in the Exmouth
area we could only book five
sites so this trip is limited to 5
vehicles (10 people). New
members are encouraged to
join the trip.

10
Because the trip to Exmouth
involves early starts and long
distances each day, please
have a a co-driver. Any convoy
needs spare drivers in case
someone gets sick or injured.
Yardie Creek campground is in
the Cape Range National Park
near the spectacular Yardie
Creek Gorge. All campsites
are within 80 metres of the
beach. There is a toilet but no
showers – there is plenty of
water around for swimming!!
Cost is $210.00 (per twoperson site) for the seven
nights. A deposit to secure
these sites for the club trip
has already been made.
Day trips will be planned while
we are there, and members
can make their own
arrangements to go on boat
trips to swim with whale
sharks or manta rays.

Karijini, Millstream
and Exmouth
14-28 August

This trip takes in some of the
most beautiful sites in the
Murchison. It will involve selfsufficient camping, including
in National Parks campsites.
It is worth buying an annual
Parks Pass before you go as it
covers all park entry fees.
Camping fees are extra. The
passes are available online. If
you are an RAC WA member
you can get a good discount
on the pass.

www.psot.com.au
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Coolgardie Capers
Day One,
Easter Friday April 2

O

f first note you may ask,
“What is this Coolgardie
Capers? What happened to
the Trek Around Woolibar
trip?”. Well, the Woolibar trip
morphed into the Capers trip
when the station owner
proved elusive to contact and
plans to go there fell through.
Plan B was enabled and we
went to the historic goldfield
town of Coolgardie instead
and bush-camped at the Old
Diggings, about 10 km out of
town.
Not only did we
have a change in
location but our
Trip Leader
transgendered when Jo was
suddenly stuck down by a
serious migraine on the day
before the trip. At the meetpoint on Great Eastern
Highway early Friday
morning, Ross suddenly found
himself voted in as Trip
Leader as well as inheriting
the components of the
Subaloo to transport in his
car. Accepting the
unexpected change in his
circumstances with his usual
equanimity, Ross proceeded
to organise the trip with great
efficiency and the convoy of
three Foresters and two
Outbacks set off eastwards on
the 6 hour (555 km) drive to

Not going to Woolibar
Coolgardie.

the rate they were splattering
uring a short stop in
on his windscreen. These
Cunderdin, Vanessa was
vagrant butterflies were to be
very much taken with the
a continuing theme on our
Ettamogah Pub replica which, trip as they were present in
I admit, is quite a surprise to
vast numbers everywhere. On
find in a small country town. It our morning tea stop at
was just after passing through Merredin, one hitched a ride
Tammin that Stu came on the on Stu’s shirt for a while and I
cb radio and commented on
was able to get a good look
the masses of butterflies that
at it, eventually coming to the
were committing kamikaze on conclusion that it was a Lesser
his car radiator. This
Wanderer (LW) (Danaus
prompted a conversation on
petilia). These are common
what to name a group of
throughout Australia
butterflies. I liked the term a
particularly in warmer
“flutter’ of butterflies
habitats, breeding through
proffered by Ross but Stu said December to May with
it was more like a “murder” or milkweeds being the larval
“massacre” of butterflies at
More p. 14
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host plant. The caterpillars
and the butterflies are
somewhat poisonous so don’t
handle them or eat them as
bush tucker!

T

raffic was relatively light
for a long weekend and
after another couple of hours
driving, we stopped for lunch
at the swimming pool and
park in Southern Cross.
Thomas Risely and Mick
Toomey discovered gold
there in 1887 after navigating
by the stars including the
Southern Cross (and nearly
perishing from lack of water
until fortuitous rains came).
Continuing the astral theme,
many of the streets have the
names of stars or
constellations such as Antares
St, Orion St, Taurus St etc. It
was very hot (38ºC) with a
warm N Wester blowing,
although this did not deter
the hundreds of LW
butterflies flitting about the
park flowers – happily
illustrating an additional
group name as a
“kaleidoscope” of butterflies.
While some investigated the
town (especially the
airconditioned café), others,
after lunching on the park
picnic benches, took the
opportunity for a nap in the
shade of the gum trees. A
large group of people in
Prados had just finished lunch
as we arrived and were

.... not
going to
Woolibar

was going as I’m certain the
rest of us didn’t! Just before
the Bonnie Vale ghost
goldfield township site (as in
nothing left except a big sign
and some holes in the
ground), we turned left onto a
dirt track and headed into the
heading off again.
bush to find an open area with
Finishing the last 187 km of
trees for shade where we
the journey, we were happy to
could set up camp. Here’s
arrive at Coolgardie to fuel up
some history of Bonnie Vale
at the service station and have
from Wikipedia: The town was
an ice cream. Ross rang Jo to
gazetted in 1897. It was
see how she was going
apparently named after
(resting and doing Lego with
Bonnie, a prospector who
Sam the dog).
picked up a 7-troy-ounce (220
fter some discussion
g) nugget here in May/June
about prospective camp 1894. It is famous as the site
sites we decided to check out of the Varischetti mine rescue
the Old Diggings, advancing of 1907, when Italian gold
up Moran St and then
miner Modesto Varischetti
Coolgardie North Rd,
was trapped for nine days in a
following our fearless Trip
mine when it was flooded
Leader who fortunately
Cont. p. 15
seemed to know where he

A
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after a thunderstorm.
Varischetti survived in an
air pocket until rescued. A
diver using deep-sea
diving equipment located
Varischetti five days after
the mine was flooded, and
provided him with food,
candles and letters of
encouragement. The
Prospector service, which
runs each way between
East Perth and Kalgoorlie
once or twice each day,
stops at Bonnie Vale train
station.

I

t was surprising to us
that we had the whole
place to ourselves with
not another soul in sight,
when it was free camping
so close to town. This
surprise lasted about a
minute from exiting the
cars when a gazillion bush
flies descended upon us and
plagued us until dark. They
were quite unexpected and
truly awful in their numbers
and persistence. Those who
had flynets immediately
donned them and those that
didn’t battled on with the
Australian wave or a tea
towel over the head. The
flies were so bad that we
didn’t want to risk bringing
out the cheese & dips for
nibbles in case they were
carried away and so had
happy hour with drinks and
chips only. Most people
waited until dark to cook
dinner. As a passenger in

15

and noise of
the train
shunting
through the
near-by Bonnie
Vale station. I
actually had a
good night’s
sleep because
(1) I have good
ear plugs and
(2) I was trying
out a new
automatic tent
that was well
endowed with
big mesh
windows
letting the
breeze through
to keep me
cool. The tent
is a like an
inside-out
umbrella with
the support ribs on the
Tom’s car, I was quite
outside and the tent hanging
fortunate in that Tom had
underneath. Not quite as fast
done all the work setting up
to put up as a pop-up tent
the camp site with the table,
light, stove and water. Thanks, but has a packed profile like a
camper chair (rather than a
Tom!
flat disc shape) which is
There was a total fire ban so
sometimes easier to fit into
no central camp fire, not that
we needed one. It was a warm the car.
night as we gathered around
Vanessa and Greg’s tent for
more social chat and to
Thanks, Ross, for stepping up
admire the magnificent stars.
to lead the trip (and for
The gentle sounds of the bush installing the Subaloo all by
at night (wind in trees, crickets yourself). We had a very
chirriing), floated over the
enjoyable trip up to
campsite punctuated at
Coolgardie.
intervals by the blaring horn
Joy Unno
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T

he plan was for an 8.30
departure time. However,
everyone was ready by 8am.
The flies had been making
their presence known since
sunrise and the heat was
clearly building up so we left
early. We took valuables with
us but basically left our tents
and basic gear behind.
First stop was Coolgardie and
the local IGA supermarket.
Those of the group who did
not already have flynets found
the experience of the day
before made a particularly
compelling case for their use.
It was unsurprising that the
supermarket had an extensive
range of fly nets. The fastener
on my fly net broke so I joined
those newly acquiring
protective equipment. A
section of the group posed
with their purchases of nets,
insect repellent etc outside
the supermarket.
Under the guidance of Ross,
we set off for Burrup Rock on
Woodline remnant track.
Along the way we stopped
whilst Mike launched his
drone and explored the
vicinity.

W

e arrived at Burrup
Rock by 10 am. The
final metres of Greg and
Vanessa's arrival was slowed
by scraping noises which
seemed to defy location.
Eventually, Greg found a stick
inside a wheel so it was only
visible by getting under the

Flies, a dragon,
caves and
dammed rocks
... not Woolibar
Day 2, April 3
car. Several pieces of derelict
and rusty farm machinery
were located by the car park.
We all climbed the rock to
take in the view. The cairn on
top of the rock was rather
minimalist though the dam
had a significant amount of
water in storage. Greg found
a mummified frog which was
surprisingly intact though
decidedly dead.
We then travelled along Cave
Hill Road. The Northern

sections were in good
condition as they had
obviously been graded
relatively recently. Ross
advised this would have been
done as part of fire
management access. The
Southern section had
obviously not received the
same attention as it had midrange corrugations.
Next stop was Cave Hill
(North) for lunch and a
wander on the rock. This
section has 3 dams saving
runoff from the rock which is
chanelled by rock walls. There
were a number of other
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people there who had arrived
equipped for swimming and
water activities. Some of
those present had come from
Kambalda to cool off. Joy
managed to find and
photograph an Ornate crevice
dragon ( Ctenophorus ornatus
to his friends).
A Southern section of Cave
Hill provided the opportunity
to view a large size cave.
Viewing platforms were
available for this.
We transited through the
small settlement of
Widgiemooltha on our way
back to Coolgardie for fuel
and ice creams before
reaching camp around 5 pm.
This had been a full day of
travelling and exploring
facilitated by Ross's extensive
knowledge of the area.
Happily, all our tents and
equipment remained as we
had left them.
Tom Minto
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Day Three 4 April

T

hankful for a cooler start
with fewer flies, and
special thanks to Tom for
‘observing the Pagan Ritual’
with distribution of Easter
eggs, all cars were packed
and ready to go just after
8am. Ross informed the
convoy of our aim to head for
Siberia via the Golden West
Discovery Trail with Tom
nominated as tail-end-Charlie
(again). Ross led the convoy
from our campsite left
onto CoolgardieNorth Road, past
Bonnie Vale train
station onto the heavy
haulage route and
advised us to be
aware of road trains and wide
loads.

A cooler start came
with chocolate eggs

The Golden West Discovery
Trail is an almost 1,000km
loop north, into the
Goldfields, and to fully see
and experience it would
require more than a day to
explore.

J

ust after 8.30 the first stop
for our convoy day trip was
at the Old Kunanalling Road
site and the ruins of the
Premier Hotel, Number 2 on
the trail. This ‘place of the
eagle-hawk’ is a ghost town
32km north of Coolgardie,
with stone ruins and remnants
of digs all that remains.
The group had fun exploring
the site and capturing creative

images of the ruins and digs.
We were not sure if Stu or the
snake he saw at the bottom of
an abandoned mine shaft was
more surprised, but Joy
blowing her whistle to signal it
was time to move on was
effective!

H

alf an hour along the
road we stopped at Site
Number 3, Ora Banda, where
Ross and Joy reminisced
about a previous trip when
their stop included lunch at
the Historic Inn, currently not
operating thanks to a fire in
2019. Surprises all round then
when Stu tested the phone
box phone and discovered
there was a dial tone! (.
Back on the road north just

before 10, after a winding, dry
and dusty drive the convoy
arrived in Siberia fifteen
minutes later for an
exploration and morning tea
stop. Siberia cemetery is
certainly a desolate place,
with the headstones on the
graves hitting home the reality
of life in search of gold in such
a dry and dusty place.
Heading back toward the
Menzies/Ora Banda
intersection, we stopped off
to witness Ross sign in on
behalf of the club and water
the bougainvillea that is a
beacon of hope in the dry
dusty landscape (Photo of
Ross watering). Visited and
tended to by locals and
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visitors for over 100 years, the
tree was planted to
remember a stillborn baby
whose grave was amongst
those we saw in Siberia.
Back on the road toward Ora
Banda, Ross asked the convoy
to pull off to help him search
for the site of Government
Dam. Results were not
conclusive, so we headed
back on the road planning to
use a short-cut route to

Rowles Lagoon. Short-cut
access denied, we travelled
further on to the turn-off into
Rowles Lagoon Conservation
Park and pulled up at the
camping site just after midday
for lunch.

19

the 40+ species of bird who
use the only freshwater
wetland within the Goldfields
region as a vital source of
water. Surprises all round to
learn that the remains seen by
Ross in a Whistling Kite nest
were from a freshwater
crayfish or possibly a marron.

The 30+ degree temperature
and lack of breeze was
enough to tempt Neil to swim Back in our cars just before
in the freshwater lake. Ross
1.30, Ross led the drive
and Joy were more excited to around Rowles Lagoon to
see for themselves some of

20
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Credo Homestead where
Joy touched base with
volunteer Brett to confirm
permission for the convoy to
look around. After a stop at
their dam to admire and
capture the view, we were
back in our cars heading
toward Coolgardie just after
2pm.
After close to an hour of
driving, the convo pulled off
the road to explore an art
installation in a dry Salt Lake
we drove past on our way
out earlier in the day. Back in
cars and in Coolgardie by
3.30 for a fuel stop and to
start at the end with Site
Number 1 on the discovery
trail
Warden Finnerty’s Residence
officially closed at four just
when we pulled up, but the
manager kindly allowed us
inside for a quick tour of the
old house built in 1895 for
Coolgardie’s first Resident
Magistrate and Mining
Warden. Ross’ tour ended at
Lions Lookout with
panoramic views of the east
side of Coolgardie and even
the Kalgoorlie Superpit in
the distance.
Ross led Tom, Joy and Neil
back to camp while we The
Carns headed to into the
‘local’ with Stu and Mike. All
back at camp just after six to
share drinks and nibbles and
stories of the day.
Vanessa Carn

And back
home ...
minus Ross
April 5

Everyone woke early and
proceeded to fight the flies
over ownership rights to
breakfast. Neil was first to
leave as he had significant
extra distance after Perth to
get home.
Ross was no longer in the
role of Trip Leader. He was
going to take an individual
journey to check out one of

the earliest state forests
declared in WA. This
particular forest must be one
of the few in the state he had
not yet been to.
The remaining three vehicles
(Greg and Vanessa, Stu and
Mike, Tom and Joy) travelled
as a mini convoy as far as
Kelleberin where we all
dispersed after an extremely
enjoyable trip. Many thanks
to Ross for operating as Trip
Leader following Jo's ill
health and doing such a
great job.
Tom Minto
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